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These notes are based on a talk given at the Trento meeting \Ve tor Bundles in Algebrai Geometry" in September 1993. They are intended as a ompanion to the V.B.A.C.
Problems List.
1. Basi

Geography of Spe ial Bundles and Spe ial Linear Series

Notation.

C : a smooth proje tive urve, genus g  2,
O, K : the trivial line bundle (i.e. stru ture sheaf of C ) and the anoni al bundle,
E : a ve tor bundle over C , with invariants n = rk E , d = deg E .

De nition.

i) The bundle E is `spe ial' if h0 (E )h1(E ) > 0.
r
ii) A `linear series' (or `linear system') gn;d
onsists of a ve tor bundle E of rank n and
0
degree d, and a linear subspa e   H (E ) of dimension r + 1. The linear series is
` omplete' if  = H 0 (E ) (write jE j for this series) and is `spe ial' if r +1 > d n(g 1).
When this inequality is satis ed, we will say that (r; n; d) is of `spe ial type'.
Note that E is spe ial i E admits a spe ial linear series i the omplete linear series
jE j is spe ial.
It seems to be more appropriate to des ribe linear series in ve tor bundles in terms of
invariant 0 =   + g 1, whi h
the rational invariants  = nd ,  = r+1
n and the auxilliary
is hosen so that the linear series is spe ial i 0 > 0. When this inequality is satis ed, we
say that (; ) is of `spe ial type'. Note also that, for jE j, 0 = h1 (E ), by Riemann-Ro h.
We an then talk about a linear series as being a g(; ), without spe ifying the rank of
the underlying bundle.
Basi Results.

i) By Serre duality, E is spe ial i E _ K is spe ial.
ii) Vanishing Lemma: If E is semistable and spe ial then 0    2g 2.
iii) Cli ord's Theorem: If E is semistable and spe ial, then   1+ 21  (or  + 0  g +1),
with equality i E = On or K n or C is hyperellipti . Indeed, a line bundle with
h = 1 + 21 d, must be a power of the hyperellipti line bundle H , for whi h jH j is the
g21 giving the 2 : 1 map C ! P1 .
Con lusion. The `spe ial region' in (; ) spa e, where spe ial linear series are for ed to
lie by the above basi results, is the same for semistable ve tor bundles as it is for line
bundles. (See the atta hed `map'.) We should then ask the ner questions of `geography':
i) pre isely whi h (; ) are `populated' by spe ial linear series, for all C ?
ii) for generi C ?
iii) how does `generi ' depend on the rank?
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2. Brill-Noether Varieties

r , of semistable bundles admitting a
We will des ribe the varieties (stri tly, s hemes) Wn;d
r
r
r
gn;d , and Gn;d , of linear series gn;d .
We begin with the `primitive' ase, i.e. when n and d are oprime. In this ase, all
semistable bundles are stable, and they are parametrised by a ne moduli spa e Mn;d (C ),
whi h is a smooth proje tive variety. Re all that ` ne' refers to the fa t that there exists
a universal family over Mn;d  C . (In keeping with the spirit of this survey, it might be
appropriate to denote this moduli spa e by J , sin e it has all the important properties of
the Ja obian Jd .)
Naively, i.e. as a set of points,
r (C ) = fE 2 M (C ) j h0 (E )  r + 1g
Wn;d
n;d
r = Mn;d .
Note that, when (r; n; d) is not of spe ial type, Wn;d
r hoose a universal bundle E over Mn;d  C and
To get the s heme stru ture on Wn;d
a xed `very positive' divisor N , i.e. so that H 1 (E (N )) = 0, for all E 2 Mn;d . We then
have an exa t sequen e
E 0
H (E jN ) ! H 1 (E ) ! 0
0 ! H 0 (E ) ! H 0(E (N )) !

in whi h the middle two terms have dimension independent of E . If we `globalise' this
middle part, we obtain a map  : V 0 ! V 1 between the ve tor bundles V 0 = M  E (N )
and V 1 = M  EjN .
r is the determinantal lo us where  drops rank by an appropriate amount.
Then, Wn;d
The expe ted odimension at a `typi al' point E (i.e. h0 (E ) = r + 1) is h0 (E )h1(E ).
r is the `Brill-Noether number'
Hen e, the expe ted dimension of Wn;d
rn;d = 1 + n2 (g 1 0 )

e

From this we see that, in our map, there is a natural region de ned by   0, where
 = g 1 0 . In this region one expe ts the Brill-Noether lo i to have dimension at
least 1. Outside, the region there are ertain `ex eptional' points where ;  2 n1 Z and
 = n12 . At these points one expe ts to nd isolated spe ial bundles.
r at a typi al point E is the kernel of
The tangent spa e to Wn;d

e
e

p : Ext1 (E; E ) ! H 0 (E ) H 1 (E )

whi h is dual to the `Petri map'
p : H 0 (E ) H 0 (E _ K ) ! H 0 (End(E ) K )
r has the expe ted dimension at E i the
given by multipli ation of se tions. Thus, Wn;d
Petri map is inje tive.
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To de ne Grn;d , we pull ba k  : V 0 ! V 1 to the relative Grassmannian
Gr(r + 1; V 0 ) !Mn;d
and onsider the subvariety over whi h the universal subbundle s : S ,! V 0 is ontained
in the kernel of , i.e. Grn;d is the vanishing lo us of ()  s.
In the non-primitive ase, i.e. (n; d) 6= 1, the onstru tion des ribed above breaks
down be ause there are semistable points in the moduli spa e and there is no universal
r in the open set of stable points (even as a s heme,
bundle. We an still de ne Wn;d
be ause of the existen e of a lo al universal family there) and then take its losure in
r would be as the image of the
the whole moduli spa e. A better way to de ne Wn;d
orresponding determinantal lo us in the quot s heme, whose GIT quotient is Mn;d , sin e
r may have
a universal bundle does exist over the quot sheme. With this de nition, Wn;d
more omponents than with the previous one. De ning Grn;d is more diÆ ult, and we
return to that later.
3. Prin ipal results of Brill-Noether Theory.

First, we re all the entral results of Brill-Noether Theory for line bundles, some of whi h
were `known' lassi ally, but whi h were give `modern' proofs by Kempf, Kleiman & Laksov,
Fulton & Lazarsfeld, GriÆths & Harris, Gieseker (1972-1982). See [ACGH℄ for full details.
For all urves C ,
rd  0 ) Grd and Wdr are non-empty;
rd  1 ) Grd and Wdr are onne ted:

The varieties may be redu ible, but ea h omponent has dimension at least rd .
For generi urves C , Grd is smooth of dimension exa tly rd , and hen e Wdr is irredu ible, and, if r  d g, of the same dimension. Furthermore, the singular lo us of Wdr
is exa tly Wdr+1 and there is a formula for the fundamental lass of Wdr in H (Jd ). This
generalises the formula of Castelnuovo, for the number of spe ial linear series in the ase
rd = 0, namely
r
i!
:
g!
(
g
d
+
r
+
i
)!
i=0

Y

Based on the results for line bundles, the results for ve tor bundles fall into two lasses,
`expe ted' and `unexpe ted'.
Results of Expe ted Type.

0 is irredu ible of dimension 0 .
i) [Su℄ For all urves: if 0 <   g 1, then Wn;d
n;d
ii) [Te℄ For generi urves: suppose that a; b 2 Z and that the point (; 0 ) = (a; b) is
in f  0g. Then, for any (; 0)  (a; b), there is a semistable bundle E , of any rank, with
a linear series with invariants (; 0). Further, if  62 Z or the point (a; b) is in f > 0g,
then there exists a stable E with the appropriate linear series.

e

e
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Results of Unexpe ted Type.

i) [GN℄ In the `bottom triangle' 0   <   1, all stable bundles, ex ept O lie to the
left of the tangent line to  = 0 at (; ) = (1; 1). Thus, in parti ular there exist points
r empty, for all urves. This phenomenon an be ompared
with rn;d  1, but with Wn;d
with Drezet & Le Potier's `fra tal mountain range' whi h ex ludes the existen e of some
stable bundles on P2 , whi h should exist for purely dimensional reasons [DL℄.
ii) [BF℄ There are ontexts in whi h the Petri map has extra symmetry whi h may
prevent it from being inje tive. One su h is when E 
= E _ K . Su h bundles E may
be thought of as generalisations of theta hara teristi s. For su h bundles, the Petri map
is symmetri and hen e de nitely not inje tive, when h0 (E ) > 1. In this ase, there is
an alternative Petri map S 2H 0 (E ) ! H 0 (S 2E ) and this gives rise to a di erent expe ted
dimension.
When rk E = 2 and det E = K , then one automati ally has E 
= E _ K . The
expe ted dimension for W2r;K  M2;K (the subs ript K means that the determinant is
xed to be K ) is
(r + 1)(r + 2)
2r;K = 3(g 1)
2
It is learly possible to have 2r;K  0 > r2;2g 2. Hen e, there will exist spe ial stable
bundles, for whi h the ordinary Brill-Noether number is negative, e.g. g = 6, r = 4.
[BF℄ For g  9, W2r;K is non-empty i 2r;K  0.
These moduli spa es have arisen naturally in the ontext of Fano varieties and urves
in K3 surfa es. On one hand [Mu℄, for generi C , with g = 10, the lo us W26;K is empty.
On the other hand [Vo℄, for C generi amongst urves in K3 surfa es, with g = 2s  6,
+1 is non-empty. Sin e urves in a K3 surfa e an be generi from the point
the lo us W2s;K
of view of Brill-Noether for line bundles, this provides an example of spe iality of urves
being seen only by higher rank bundles.

e
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4. Constru tion of non-primitive

Grn;d s

When one annot onstru t Grn;d using a relative Grassmannian asso iated to a universal
family (and even when one an), these spa es an be ontru ted dire tly as moduli spa es
of linear series. This has been done in [Be℄, [RV℄ and [KN℄.
For any positive 2 R, one de nes the -slope of a linear system E;   H 0 (E ) to
be
deg E + dim 
 =+ =
rk E
A subsystem F;  of E;  onsists of F  E and    \ H 0(F ). One then de nes stable, -semistable and S-equivalen e in the usual way and shows that one an onstru t a
moduli spa e of (S-equivalen e lasses of) -semistable linear systems, ontaining an open
set of (isomorphism lasses of) -stable systems.
We will denote this moduli spa e by Grn;d ( ). One an show that, for all but a
dis rete set of ` riti al' values of , all semistable systems are stable and that, in the
intervals between riti al values, the stability ondition and hen e the moduli spa e is
independent of . Furthermore, in the ` rst interval' 0 < < rst riti al value, the
underlying bundle is ne essarily semistable. Hen e, the orre t andidate for Grn;d is the
moduli spa e Grn;d ( ), for in this rst interval. There is a map Grn;d ! Mn;d whose
r .
image is Wn;d
[RV℄ For all urves C and 0    g
1, the spa e G0n;d is smooth.
5. Singular Curves.

The onstru tion of the Grn;d s goes through for singular urves, provided one is areful
with the de nitions.
Firstly, a urve is any s heme of pure dimension 1 (or lo ally Cohen-Ma aulay), so
urves with embedded points are not allowed, but redu ible and non-redu ed urves are.
Se ondly, one should equip the urve with a xed ample polarisation OC (1), whi h will
not be uniquely determined if the urve is not integral. For an arbitrary ( oherent) sheaf
(of OC -modules) one an de ne the rank and degree by using the Hilbert polynomial
(E (n)) = rk E(O(n)) + deg E

These invariants will be integers for lo ally free sheaves (rk > 0) and for sheaves supported
in dimension 0 (rk = 0), but will be rational with bounded denominator, for general
sheaves. To obtain proje tive moduli spa es, one must onsider not just lo ally free sheaves
but also sheaves of pure dimension 1 (or lo ally Cohen-Ma aulay, or depth 1) as arrying
linear systems.
One should also be aware that for suÆ iently bad urves, i.e. some non-redu ed ones
and redu ible ones with badly `balan ed' polarisations, the stru ture sheaf OC is not stable,
whi h alters most of the numbers o urring in the various inequalities.
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